
IT Steering Committee Meeting At the pen: Helena Dahlen 
Friday, November 20, 2020 
 
Agenda 
 

1. Welcome (Antonio Moreira) 
New member Amy Everhart 

 
2. myUMBC 90-credit review (Collier Jones) 

90 credit review is one of the products that came out of the strategic enrollment program. 
One of the key areas was student retention. Kathy Cole has identified a 90-credit review 
with questions. It will help to identify students that are at risk of not graduating after 
hitting 90 credits. Students will log in through a link on their profile page after completing 
90 credits and will come to a form to fill out. It’s basically a checklist that they will have to 
go through. If something is not correct it will prompt them to contact different 
departments. The departments will also get a notification that this student is having 
issues. If graduation is too far away or they experience difficulties we will be able to help 
out much earlier before they might drop out. 

 
3. PIVOT student survey results (Sherri Braxton) 

3 flavors of pivot Solo, Live, Plus. Feedback is from the Pivot Plus program. The 
Blackboard survey tool was used. Contacted 247 faculty who completed PIVOT+. 
Received 1000 comments about tools used. The results show that most of them access 
their courses from home on a laptop. Most used tools were Blackboard original. Courses 
were well designed and organized, with clear information for assignments and grading 
criteria. Accessible course material. Their concerns were  - course and a half syndrome, 
delayed/missing course content. Praise: engaging and helpful, helpful feedback and 
assignments, the flexibility of test format. Concerns; Moving too fast through the material 
and no breaks during live sessions etc. Recommended next steps: Short term Identify 
how often students rely on mobile access for learning. Long term,  Update metric 
questions for future terms Assess the impact of pivot on student learning. 
 

4. AEFIS and GWP implementation update (Jack Suess) -Piloting of EdX modules 
Already talked about it last time. Move it to the next meeting. 

 
 

5. Mandatory Cybersecurity training for high-risk departments (Jack Suess) (Mark 
Cather) 
Required training for all sensitive departments department with sensitive information. 
The training is tailored to UMBC. Mark Cather is the speaker in the training. Areas that 
the training will touch are Attacks, threats, scams, Incidents, and breaches, What can we 
do to protect the campus? The training will end with a test with the required 80% correct 
answers. All training has to be completed before February 1 st. The training will be in 
Blackboard. 


